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SCRUB TECHNIQUES FOR USE WITH DYNAMIC READ

BACKGROUND

[0001] This invention relates generally to the operation of non-volatile flash

memory systems, and, more specifically, to techniques of refreshing and correcting

data stored therein, particularly in memory systems having very large memory cell

blocks.

[0002] There are many commercially successful non-volatile memory

products being used today, particularly in the form of small form factor cards, which

employ an array of flash EEPROM (Electrically Erasable and Programmable Read

Only Memory) cells formed on one or more integrated circuit chips. A memory

controller, usually but not necessarily on a separate integrated circuit chip, interfaces

with a host to which the card is removably connected and controls operation of the

memory array within the card. Such a controller typically includes a microprocessor,

some non-volatile read-only-memory (ROM), a volatile random-access-memory

(RAM) and one or more special circuits such as one that calculates an error-

correction-code (ECC) from data as they pass through the controller during the

programming and reading of data. Some of the commercially available cards are

CompactFlash™ (CF) cards, MultiMedia cards (MMC), Secure Digital (SD) cards,

Smart Media cards, personnel tags (P-Tag) and Memory Stick cards. Hosts include

personal computers, notebook computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs), various

data communication devices, digital cameras, cellular telephones, portable audio

players, automobile sound systems, and similar types of equipment. Besides the

memory card implementation, this type of memory can alternatively be embedded

into various types of host systems.

[0003] Two general memory cell array architectures have found commercial

application, NOR and NAND. In a typical NOR array, memory cells are connected

between adjacent bit line source and drain diffusions that extend in a column direction

with control gates connected to word lines extending along rows of cells. A memory

cell includes at least one storage element positioned over at least a portion of the cell



channel region between the source and drain. A programmed level of charge on the

storage elements thus controls an operating characteristic of the cells, which can then

be read by applying appropriate voltages to the addressed memory cells. Examples of

such cells, their uses in memory systems and methods of manufacturing them are

given in United States patents nos. 5,070,032, 5,095,344, 5,313,421, 5,315,541,

5,343,063, 5,661,053 and 6,222,762.

[0004] The NAND array utilizes series strings of more than two memory cells,

such as 16 or 32, connected along with one or more select transistors between

individual bit lines and a reference potential to form columns of cells. Word lines

extend across cells within a large number of these columns. An individual cell within

a column is read and verified during programming by causing the remaining cells in

the string to be turned on hard so that the current flowing through a string is

dependent upon the level of charge stored in the addressed cell. Examples of NAND

architecture arrays and their operation as part of a memory system are found in United

States patents nos. 5,570,315, 5,774,397, 6,046,935, and 6,522,580.

[0005] The charge storage elements of current flash EEPROM arrays, as

discussed in the foregoing referenced patents, are most commonly electrically

conductive floating gates, typically formed from conductively doped polysilicon

material. An alternate type of memory cell useful in flash EEPROM systems utilizes

a non-conductive dielectric material in place of the conductive floating gate to store

charge in a non-volatile manner. A triple layer dielectric formed of silicon oxide,

silicon nitride and silicon oxide (ONO) is sandwiched between a conductive control

gate and a surface of a semi-conductive substrate above the memory cell channel.

The cell is programmed by injecting electrons from the cell channel into the nitride,

where they are trapped and stored in a limited region, and erased by injecting hot

holes into the nitride. Several specific cell structures and arrays employing dielectric

storage elements and are described in United States published patent application no.

2003/0109093.

[0006] As in most all integrated circuit applications, the pressure to shrink the

silicon substrate area required to implement some integrated circuit function also

exists with flash EEPROM memory cell arrays. It is continually desired to increase

the amount of digital data that can be stored in a given area of a silicon substrate, in



order to increase the storage capacity of a given size memory card and other types of

packages, or to both increase capacity and decrease size. One way to increase the

storage density of data is to store more than one bit of data per memory cell and/or per

storage unit or element. This is accomplished by dividing a window of a storage

element charge level voltage range into more than two states. The use of four such

states allows each cell to store two bits of data, eight states stores three bits of data per

storage element, and so on. Multiple state flash EEPROM structures using floating

gates and their operation are described in United States patents nos. 5,043,940 and

5,172,338, and for structures using dielectric floating gates in aforementioned United

States application serial no. 10/280,352. Selected portions of a multi-state memory

cell array may also be operated in two states (binary) for various reasons, in a manner

described in United States patents nos. 5,930,167 and 6,456,528.

[0007] Memory cells of a typical flash EEPROM array are divided into

discrete blocks of cells that are erased together. That is, the block is the erase unit, a

minimum number of cells that are simultaneously erasable. Each block typically

stores one or more pages of data, the page being the minimum unit of programming

and reading, although more than one page may be programmed or read in parallel in

different sub-arrays or planes. Each page typically stores one or more sectors of data,

the size of the sector being defined by the host system. An example sector includes

512 bytes of user data, following a standard established with magnetic disk drives,

plus some number of bytes of overhead information about the user data and/or the

block in which they are stored. Such memories are typically configured with 16, 32

or more pages within each block, and each page stores one or just a few host sectors

of data.

[0008] In order to increase the degree of parallelism during programming user

data into the memory array and read user data from it, the array is typically divided

into sub-arrays, commonly referred to as planes, which contain their own data

registers and other circuits to allow parallel operation such that sectors of data may be

programmed to or read from each of several or all the planes simultaneously. An

array on a single integrated circuit may be physically divided into planes, or each

plane may be formed from a separate one or more integrated circuit chips. Examples



of such a memory implementation are described in United States patents nos.

5,798,968 and 5,890,192.

[0009] To further efficiently manage the memory, physical blocks may be

logically linked together to form virtual blocks or metablocks. That is, each

metablock is defined to include one block from each plane. Use of the metablock is

described in international patent application publication no. WO 02/058074. The

metablock is identified by a host logical block address as a destination for

programming and reading data. Similarly, all blocks of a metablock are erased

together. The controller in a memory system operated with such large blocks and/or

metablocks performs a number of functions including the translation between logical

block addresses (LBAs) received from a host, and physical block numbers (PBNs)

within the memory cell array. Individual pages within the blocks are typically

identified by offsets within the block address. Address translation often involves use

of intermediate terms of a logical block number (LBN) and logical page.

[0010] Data stored in a metablock are often updated, the likelihood of updates

as the data capacity of the metablock increases. Updated sectors of one logical

metablock are normally written to another physical metablock. The unchanged

sectors are usually also copied from the original to the new physical metablock, as

part of the same programming operation, to consolidate the data. Alternatively, the

unchanged data may remain in the original metablock until later consolidation with

the updated data into a single metablock.

[0011] It is common to operate large block or metablock systems with some

extra blocks maintained in an erased block pool. When one or more pages of data less

than the capacity of a block are being updated, it is typical to write the updated pages

to an erased block from the pool and then copy data of the unchanged pages from the

original block to the erase pool block. Variations of this technique are described in

aforementioned published international application no. WO 02/058074. Over time, as

a result of host data files being re-written and updated, many blocks can end up with a

relatively small number of its pages containing valid data and remaining pages

containing data that is no longer current. In order to be able to efficiently use the data

storage capacity of the array, logically related data pages of valid data are from time-

to-time gathered together from fragments among multiple blocks and consolidated



together into a fewer number of blocks. This process is commonly termed "garbage

collection."

[0012] Individual flash EEPROM cells store an amount of charge in a charge

storage element or unit that is representative of one or more bits of data. The charge

level of a storage element controls the threshold voltage (commonly referenced as

VT) of its memory cell, which is used as a basis of reading the storage state of the

cell. A threshold voltage window is commonly divided into a number of ranges, one

for each of the two or more storage states of the memory cell. These ranges are

separated by guardbands that include a nominal sensing level that allows determining

the storage states of the individual cells. These storage levels do shift as a result of

charge disturbing programming, reading or erasing operations performed in

neighboring or other related memory cells, pages or blocks. For example,

programming of one set of memory cells sharing a line or circuit with a second set of

memory cells can disturb the charge levels of the second set. The end result of this

parasitic disturb is that if no corrective action is taken on the part of the storage

system controller, data in exposed areas not being operated on may be corrupted, and

in an extreme case, beyond the corrective capabilities of any error correcting codes

(ECCs) stored along with the data. Such data corruption would then result in loss of

data to the user, thus rendering the storage system unreliable. The extent and nature

of such disturbs in a particular memory cell array depends upon its specific

architecture, structure and operation.

[0013] Therefore, it is beneficial to restore shifting charge levels back to the

centers of their state ranges from time-to-time, before disturbing operations cause

them to shift completely out of their defined ranges, in which case erroneous data are

then read. Such a process, termed data refresh or scrub, is described in United States

patents nos. 5,532,962 and 5,909,449. As a further aspect of this, in memory systems

that use error correction codes (ECCs), some number of erroneous data bits read from

the memory may be corrected by use of the ECC and the corrected data is then re

written to a previously erased portion of the memory. Re-writing the data causes each

of the written memory cell threshold levels to be within its designated state range

since data programming usually involves alternately adjusting the stored charge and



read-verifying the resulting memory cell threshold level until it reaches the desired

range that represents the data being stored in the cell.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0014] A method of operating a non-volatile memory system is presented. The

memory maintains a set of read parameters for a default read case and a plurality of

distinct shifted read cases. For each physical division of one or more blocks of the

memory, the memory also maintaining a correspondence between the physical unit

and a read case to use when reading the physical unit. The memory performs a read

operation for a page of data using the corresponding read case for the physical unit to

which page belongs, determines whether the read operation was successful or yielded

a fail result, and, in response to a read operation yielding a fail result, selects a shifted

read case at which the page can be read. Based on the shifted read case selected, the

memory determines whether to refresh the block to which the page belongs.

[0015] The foregoing features may be implemented individually or together in

various combinations, depending upon the specific application. Additional aspects,

advantages and features of the scrubbing system herein are included in the following

description of exemplary examples thereof, which description should be taken in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings. All patents, patent applications,

articles and other publications referenced herein are hereby incorporated herein by

this reference in their entirety for all purposes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] Figures 1A and IB are block diagrams of a non-volatile memory and a

host system, respectively, that operate together;

[0017] Figure 2 illustrates a first example organization of the memory array of

Figure 1A;

[0018] Figure 3 shows an example host data sector with overhead data as

stored in the memory array of Figure 1A;



[0019] Figure 4 illustrates a second example organization of the memory array

of Figure 1A;

[0020] Figure 5 illustrates a third example organization of the memory array

of Figure 1A;

[0021] Figure 6 shows an extension of the third example organization of the

memory array of Figure 1A;

[0022] Figure 7 is a circuit diagram of a group of memory cells of the array of

Figure 1A with one particular configuration;

[0023] Figure 8 is a flow diagram illustrating the major steps in a data scrub

operation;

[0024] Figure 9 is a flow diagram of a more specific example of a scrub

operation; and

[0025] Figure 10 shows distributions of voltage threshold levels of a

programmed group of memory cells.

[0026] Figure 11 is a flow chart illustrating some aspects of the exemplary

embodiment for basing refresh decisions on the dynamic read case.

DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

Memory Architectures and Their Operation

[0027] Referring initially to Figure 1A, a flash memory includes a memory

cell array and a controller. In the example shown, two integrated circuit devices

(chips) 11 and 13 include an array 15 of memory cells and various logic circuits 17.

The logic circuits 17 interface with a controller 19 on a separate chip through data,

command and status circuits, and also provide addressing, data transfer and sensing,

and other support to the array 13. A number of memory array chips can be from one

to many, depending upon the storage capacity provided. The controller and part or

the entire array can alternatively be combined onto a single integrated circuit chip but

this is currently not an economical alternative.



[0028] A typical controller 19 includes a microprocessor 21, a read-only-

memory (ROM) 23 primarily to store firmware and a buffer memory (RAM) 25

primarily for the temporary storage of user data either being written to or read from

the memory chips 11 and 13. Circuits 27 interface with the memory array chip(s) and

circuits 29 interface with a host though connections 31. The integrity of data is in this

example determined by calculating an ECC with circuits 33 dedicated to calculating

the code. As user data is being transferred from the host to the flash memory array for

storage, the circuit calculates an ECC from the data and the code is stored in the

memory. When that user data are later read from the memory, they are again passed

through the circuit 33 which calculates the ECC by the same algorithm and compares

that code with the one calculated and stored with the data. If they compare, the

integrity of the data is confirmed. If they differ, depending upon the specific ECC

algorithm utilized, those bits in error, up to a number supported by the algorithm, can

be identified and corrected.

[0029] The connections 3 1memory of Figure 1A mate with connections 3 1' of

a host system, an example of which is given in Figure IB. Data transfers between the

host and the memory of Figure 1A through interface circuits 35. A typical host also

includes a microprocessor 37, a ROM 39 for storing firmware code and RAM 41.

Other circuits and subsystems 43 often include a high capacity magnetic data storage

disk drive, interface circuits for a keyboard, a monitor and the like, depending upon

the particular host system. Some examples of such hosts include desktop computers,

laptop computers, handheld computers, palmtop computers, personal digital assistants

(PDAs), MP3 and other audio players, digital cameras, video cameras, electronic

game machines, wireless and wired telephony devices, answering machines, voice

recorders, network routers and others.

[0030] The memory of Figure 1A may be implemented as a small enclosed

card containing the controller and all its memory array circuit devices in a form that is

removably connectable with the host of Figure IB. That is, mating connections 3 1

and 31' allow a card to be disconnected and moved to another host, or replaced by

connecting another card to the host. Alternatively, the memory array devices may be

enclosed in a separate card that is electrically and mechanically connectable with a

card containing the controller and connections 31. As a further alternative, the



memory of Figure 1A may be embedded within the host of Figure IB, wherein the

connections 31 and 3 are permanently made. In this case, the memory is usually

contained within an enclosure of the host along with other components.

[0031] Certain terms used in this description can benefit from some

explanation. A "sector" refers to independently addressable units of data accessed

during host read and write operations. One sector of data is typically 512 bytes in

size.

[0032] The "memory system" as used herein is a system consisting of one or

more non-volatile memory devices and the hardware and/or software required to store

and retrieve data to and from the memory. Varying portions of the overall memory

system functionality may be implemented either on a subsystem completely dedicated

to data storage, or on the host system itself. The memory system may be embedded in

a host system or may be removable, such as in the form of a very small card. Portions

of a removable memory system may themselves be removable, as for example if the

storage media is removable from the controller portion. Any portion of a host system

dedicated specifically to data storage in a memory system is also considered a part of

the memory system. Such host functionality may include specialized software

libraries, drivers, or applications in addition to any hardware residing on the host

system.

[0033] For the purposes used herein, a "host system" is a system that

generally has a functionality other than data storage, but which also either connects to

the memory system, or has a memory system embedded in it. There can be host

systems whose sole purpose is data storage.

[0034] The various techniques for refreshing and scrubbing data stored in

flash memory described herein may be implemented in systems having various

specific configurations, examples of which are given in Figures 2 - 6 . Figure 2

illustrates a portion of a memory array wherein memory cells are grouped into blocks,

the cells in each block being erasable together as part of a single erase operation,

usually simultaneously. The physical block is the minimum unit of erase.

[0035] The size of the individual memory cell blocks of Figure 2 can vary but

one commercially practiced form includes a single sector of data in an individual



block. The contents of such a data sector is illustrated in Figure 3 . User data 5 1 are

typically 512 bytes. In addition to the user data 5 1 is overhead data that includes an

ECC 53 calculated from the user data, parameters 55 relating to the sector data and/or

the block in which the sector is programmed and an ECC 57 calculated from the

parameters 55 and any other overhead data that might be included. The parameters 55

may include a quantity related to the number of program/erase cycles experienced by

the block ("hot counts"), this quantity being updated after each cycle or a preset

number of cycles. One use of this experience quantity is to regularly re-map logical

block addresses to different physical block addresses in order to even the usage (wear

leveling) of all the blocks. Another use of the experience quantity is to change

voltages and other parameters of programming, reading and/or erasing as a function

of the number of cycles experienced by different sectors. Additional uses of

experience quantities in the process of identifying blocks to be scrubbed are described

below.

[0036] The parameters 55 may also include an indication of the bit values

assigned to each of the storage states of the memory cells, commonly referred to as

their "rotation". That is, logical states of the data are mapped to different physical

storage states. This also has a beneficial effect in wear leveling. One or more flags

may also be included in the parameters 55 that indicate status or states. Indications of

voltage levels to be used for programming and/or erasing the block can also be stored

within the parameters 55, these voltages being updated as the number of cycles

experienced by the block and other factors change. Other examples of the overhead

parameters 55 include an identification of any defective cells within the block, the

logical address of the data block that is mapped into this physical block and the

address of any substitute physical block in case the primary block is defective. The

particular combination of parameters 55 that are used in any memory system will vary

in accordance with the design. Also, some or all of the overhead data can be stored in

physical blocks dedicated to such a function, rather than in the block containing the

user data or to which the overhead data relates.

[0037] Different from the single data sector block of Figure 2 is a multi-sector

physical block of Figure 4 . An example block 59, still the minimum unit of erase,

contains four pages 0 - 3, each of which is the minimum unit of programming. One or



more host sectors of data are stored in each page, usually along with overhead data

including at least the ECC calculated from the sector's data and may be in the form of

the data sector of Figure 3 . When data of less than all the pages are updated, the

updated data are typically stored in a page of an erased block from an erased block

pool and data in the remaining unchanged pages are copied from the original block

into the new block. The original block is then erased. Variations of this large block

management technique include writing the updated data into a page of another block

without moving data from the original block or erasing it. This results in multiple

pages having the same logical address. The most recent page of data is identified by

some convenient technique such as the time of programming that is recorded as a field

in sector or page overhead data.

[0038] A further multi-sector physical block arrangement is illustrated in

Figure 5 . Here, the total memory cell array is physically divided into two or more

planes, four planes 0 - 3 being illustrated. Each plane is a sub-array of memory cells

that has its own data registers, sense amplifiers, addressing decoders and the like in

order to be able to operate largely independently of the other planes. All the planes

may be provided on a single integrated circuit device or on multiple devices, an

example being to form each plane from one or more distinct integrated circuit devices.

Each block in the system of Figure 5 contains 16 pages P0 - PI5, each page having a

capacity of one, two or more host data sectors and some overhead data.

[0039] Yet another memory cell arrangement is illustrated in Figure 6 . Each

physical plane contains a large number of blocks of cells. In order to increase the

degree of parallelism of operation, blocks within different planes are logically linked

to form metablocks. One such metablock is illustrated in Figure 6 as being formed of

block 3 of plane 0, block 1 of plane 1, block 1 of plane 2 and block 2 of plane 3 . Each

metablock is logically addressable and the memory controller assigns and keeps track

of the blocks that form the individual metablocks. The host system preferably

interfaces with the memory system in units of data equal to the capacity of the

individual metablocks. Such a logical data block 6 1 of Figure 6, for example, is

identified by a logical block addresses (LBA) that is mapped by the controller into the

physical block numbers (PBNs) of the blocks that make up the metablock. All blocks



of the metablock are erased together, and pages from each block are preferably

programmed and read simultaneously.

[0040] There are many different memory array architectures, configurations

and specific cell structures that may be employed to implement the memories

described above with respect to Figures 2 - 6 . One block of a memory array of the

NAND type is shown in Figure 7 in order to illustrate a few of the disturb

mechanisms. A large number of column oriented strings of series connected memory

cells are connected between a common source 65 of a voltage VSS and one of bit

lines BL0 - BLN that are in turn connected with circuits 67 containing address

decoders, drivers, read sense amplifiers and the like. Specifically, one such string

contains charge storage transistors 70, 7 1 . . 72 and 74 connected in series between

select transistors 77 and 79 at opposite ends of the strings. In this example, each

string contains 16 storage transistors but other numbers are possible. Word lines WLO

- WL15 extend across one storage transistor of each string and are connected to

circuits 8 1 that contain address decoders and voltage source drivers of the word lines.

Voltages on lines 83 and 84 control connection of all the strings in the block together

to either the voltage source 65 and/or the bit lines BL0 - BLN through their select

transistors. Data and addresses come from the memory controller.

[0041] Each row of charge storage transistors (memory cells) of the block

forms a page that is programmed and read together. An appropriate voltage is applied

to the word line (WL) of such a page for programming or reading its data while

voltages applied to the remaining word lines are selected to render their respective

storage transistors conductive. In the course of programming or reading one row

(page) of storage transistors, previously stored charge levels on unselected rows can

be disturbed because of voltages applied across all the strings and to their word lines.

Various Aspects of the Scrub Process

[0042] There are two primary phases of scrub, the read phase and the

corrective action phase. The scrub read is distinguished from other system reads in

that it generally involves the selection and reading of data in areas of the memory

system not directly related to the completion of a particular host operation, nor to any

of a number of other system operations, such as wear leveling. Another

distinguishing feature of the scrub read is that no useful information is gathered by the



system from the data read, but instead, the result of the data integrity check is the

objective of the operation. Subsequent action on the part of the system is guided by

the result of the integrity check, and not particularly by the data itself. The system

may subsequently require the use of some information from the data read, such as

overhead data, if the data fails the integrity check and corrective action is required.

These features of not completing a particular host operation and not obtaining any

useful data from the memory are fundamental differences between scrub reads and

other data reads performed by the system.

[0043] The selection of the particular areas to scrub read is generally guided

by the location and number of read, write and erase operations performed in the

normal course of system operation in the context of the physical characteristics of the

memory device. Generally, the scrub reads will be performed on areas of the memory

array that have been exposed to voltages, currents or cross talk as a result of

operations in other areas. Alternatively, the scrub read locations may be decoupled

from other memory operations, and made to follow a deterministic or random

sequence. However, this can result in a loss of system performance, as more reads

would have to be performed to get the same amount of coverage of the more disturbed

areas.

[0044] An additional aspect of the scrub reads is the selection of when to

perform the scrub read operation. In general, the scrub operation can be initiated in

response to any number of factors, such as a number of host operations, a number of

physical read, write and/or erase operations, a time period, usage characteristics of the

host, or some random or pseudo-random sequence, the generating and checking of

which may be tied to any of the above.

[0045] The scrub write is distinguished from other system writes in that it is

performed generally as a result of a failed integrity check of the data read during a

scrub read. A scrub write is only unique in the context of the scrub read. Other write

operations may be performed that have similar mechanisms to scrub writes but which

are not carried out for that specific purpose. In one example, write operations may

result from failed integrity checks after read or write operations performed in the

course of normal memory system operation. In another example, data may be read

and rewritten for refresh purposes in the absence of scrub reads, with the decision to



write not based on the data integrity check, but instead on some other factor. One

such factor can be the existence of an area of the array having high use or exposure, in

which case data within the area may be re-written or moved. A continuous moving or

refreshing of data may be done in a deterministic or random manner. Data may be

read and rewritten with the intended purpose of wear leveling, but have an unintended

benefit of refreshing the data in a manner that overcomes disturb issues.

[0046] Indeed, the relative freshness of a unit of data can be used to determine

whether to initiate scrub of that data unit when it meets other criteria for doing so.

That is, if a unit of data has recently been re-programmed as part of a wear leveling,

data consolidation (garbage collection), prior scrub or other operation, the current

scrub can be skipped since those data have recently been refreshed. The relative

freshness of various units of data may be maintained, for example, with experience

counts ("hot counts") or time stamps stored with the units of data, such as in part of

overhead data of the blocks. Alternatively, the physical blocks may be grouped

according to the freshness of the data stored in them, with the group to which a block

belongs being stored as overhead data of the block. The relative freshness of blocks

which otherwise become candidates for scrub can then be used as a factor in selecting

those that are actually scrubbed. System performance is then improved by limiting

scrub operations to those units of data that have been stored long enough so that their

stored charge levels have likely been disturbed sufficiently to require attention.

[0047] In order to monitor the relative freshness of the stored data, either

logical or physical blocks may effectively be grouped into sets based upon how

recently the blocks have been re-programmed. All blocks within the entire memory

array, or, alternatively, blocks within a plane, zone or other portion of the array, may

be given an initial relative hot count value, and each time a block is reprogrammed,

the relative hot count may be updated to the value of the most recently moved set or

group. Once a certain number of blocks are in the most recently reprogrammed

group, the most recently reprogrammed group value may be incremented, and any

blocks subsequently reprogrammed may be updated to the new group value. As a

result, distinct groups may be created with a relatively clear distinction between most

recently reprogrammed and least recently reprogrammed blocks. In general, the



relative hot count value of a block is allowed to roll over to permit the use of a

relatively small number fields.

[0048] When relative hot counts are utilized, substantially all blocks may start

at a base value of '0' when there are eight possible values, in a specific example, e.g.,

values of '0' through '7.' Seven out of the eight values may be used while one value

is reserved to provide a gap between the value representing the blocks most recently

programmed from the value identifying the blocks containing the oldest data. In this

example, blocks that are written receive a new value of ' to indicate that they are the

most recently programmed. Once a certain number of blocks have been updated to

the new value of Ί ,' blocks subsequently programmed may receive a new value of

'2.' A value of '3' may eventually be assigned to newly reprogrammed blocks once a

certain number of blocks have been assigned the value of '2.' At some point, the

count will roll over such that the least recently used blocks have a value of '2,' the

most recently programmed blocks have a value of '0' and the value ' 1' provides a gap

between the two so that the values of the blocks with the oldest and newest data are

clearly identified. Eventually, all the blocks in the oldest bin will be rewritten, either

through a host write, scrubbing, wear-leveling or other mechanism. In the above

example, bin '2' will then be empty, and that value can serve as the gap, while bin ' 1'

can be used to identify the most recently written blocks. When a block becomes a

candidate for a scrubbing operation on the basis of other criteria, its scrubbing may be

skipped if its relative hot count places it in one of the groups of blocks more recently

reprogrammed.

[0049] Alternatively, absolute hot counts may be maintained for either or both

logical and physical blocks, in which case the system may preferably use such hot

counts to make scrub decisions. That is, when a block is reprogrammed, its absolute

hot count is incremented, decremented or otherwise maintained to provide an

indication of the total number of times the block has been reprogrammed. Blocks

with absolute hot counts indicating a large number of reprogramming operations

typically have been reprogrammed more recently than blocks with absolute hot counts

indicating a low number of reprogramming operations. Thus, scrubbing the data

stored in blocks with a relatively high number of reprogramming operations may be

skipped, since it is unlikely that the data has been significantly disturbed.



[0050] There are many specific scrubbing algorithms and related memory

operations that may alternately be performed. Scrubbing may be controlled by the

memory system controller or, alternatively, on each of the memory cell integrated

circuit devices (chips), or even controlled in part or entirely by the host. The memory

system may be removeably connectable with the host or, alternatively, can be

embedded within the host.

[0051] The read phase of a scrub operation may be carried out in a number of

different ways. Scrub rates may be tuned to optimize performance while maintaining

a specified level of data integrity. Both the rates at which scrub operations are

performed and the number of data sectors read at a time may be tuned, for example.

Such tuning can take place automatically as part of the scrub algorithm. For instance,

the rates and locations of scrubbing may be matched with uneven disturb exposure

rates in different areas of the memory. Scrub reads may also be deferred in order to

optimize system performance, or to meet specific real-time needs.

[0052] There are also various alternatives in the manner in which the scrub

read is carried out. For example, a set of data may be read with both nominal

reference levels and with margined reference levels. The amount of margin may

target specific disturb mechanisms being encountered. If read data cannot be

corrected by ECC, for example, then a read with wider margins may be able to

recover the data. If data are read normally without any errors, then a read with

narrower margins can provide information of the quality of the data.

[0053] After a scrub read, a decision is made whether to engage in corrective

action. Among factors that are such a decision may be based upon include a level of

activity based on a number and/or a pattern of bits in error that have been detected.

[0054] Corrective action most commonly includes re-writing the read data in

the same or a different location in the memory. Such scrub writes may be deferred in

order to optimize system performance, or to meet specific real-time needs. Corrective

action can additionally include rotation of the data during a scrub write operation; that

is, the memory cell states representing specific stored data is changed from what it

was. Corrective action can also include mapping cells, columns or other structures

deemed to be susceptible to disturb out of the system.



[0055] A majority of host protocols have an abstract interface to the memory

system such that the memory is generally addressed by the host by logical block

address number (LBA). Alternate equivalent addressing modes exist, such as

cylinder-head-sector in the ATA host protocol, but the fundamental concept is that the

host has no knowledge of the physical location at which the memory system has

stored a given host data sector. The host system has available to it a linearly

contiguous set of independently logical block addresses at which to store and retrieve

data sectors. These abstracted host protocols generally require the presence of a

controller on the memory system in order to control the memory operations, perform

the mapping functionality, data management, error recovery, and so on. Memory

systems operating with these abstracted host protocols preferably rely on the

controller in the memory system to perform scrub operations, as the host generally has

no knowledge of the physical aspects of the Memory System.

[0056] On the other hand, some host protocols have an interface in which the

host itself performs the memory management functions. Memory systems that

conform to these protocols typically have minimal controller functionality, if any at

all. There may be varying portions of functionality such as, but not limited to ECC

generation, ECC checking, or ECC correction, that may be performed by the Memory

System rather than the Host System. Memory systems operating in these host

memory managed protocols will usually rely on the host to perform the scrub

operations, since the memory system typically has insufficient logic to perform scrub

operations.

[0057] Some memory systems have a dedicated controller whose purpose is to

operate the memory device and perform memory management functionality. Other

memory systems do not have dedicated memory controllers, but instead rely on

portions of the host infrastructure to perform memory management operations. As an

example, a non-volatile memory device may be connected directly to a general-

purpose microprocessor in the host system, with the memory management

functionality being performed by software. In such memory systems without

controllers, the same subsystem responsible for memory management operations also

preferably performs the scrub functionality.



[0058] Of the memory systems that do have a controller, it is possible that the

controller functionality is integrated into a non-volatile memory device (integrated

circuit chip) itself. In an extreme example, the entire controller may be integrated on

a memory device.

[0059] The memory system may be embedded in the host system and to

varying degrees have functionality integrated into host subsystems that are general

purpose or that have other functionality. In such embedded memory systems, the

same host protocols are generally followed, though that may not necessarily be the

case. As a general rule, however, the same set of functionality is required to operate

the memory system.

[0060] While the memory system typically performs scrub operations in the

case of an abstracted host protocol, it is possible that the host system can initiate scrub

operations in such systems through use of a special command or other predefined

interface transaction. One reason for implementing this functionality may be that the

host system is most aware of periods of time during which the memory system will

not be accessed to store or retrieve data, and the host system may take the opportunity

to initiate a scrub operation during such periods of time. In this way, the overall

reliability of the system may be increased with minimal impact upon performance.

The mechanism used to initiate a scrub operation may be specifically for the purpose

of scrub, or it may be a general-purpose mechanism for notifying the memory system

that time is available for housekeeping operations. In the latter case, scrub operations

may be one of several operations performed by the memory system during such

periods of time.

[0061] The region of exposure due to a given memory operation is generally

extensive, such that it is not practical to scrub the entire exposed region every time an

operation is performed. Generally, only a portion of the exposed area will be selected

for scrub, and the rate of scrub must be set such that the scrub operation will detect

the most disturbed areas before the number of bits in error and the level of shifted

cells exceeds any recovery schemes available on the memory system.

[0062] The rate at which scrub operations are performed is an important

parameter affecting both data integrity and memory system performance. The higher



the rate of scrub, the higher the likelihood of detecting disturbed cells in a block of

data before the number of bits in error and the level of shifted cells exceeds any

recovery schemes available on the memory system. However, the higher scrub rate,

the greater the degradation in performance of the memory system as increasing

amounts of memory and controller time are dedicated to this operation. To the end of

guaranteeing a desired level of data integrity while sacrificing as little performance as

possible, the scrub rate is optimized to the bare minimum required, with whatever

guard band is deemed appropriate. The rate at which scrub operations may be

performed may vary in two ways: 1) selection of the time at which to perform a scrub

operation, and 2) selection of a number of sectors to scrub read at a time.

[0063] It is possible that the rate of scrub required for maintaining data

integrity changes over the lifetime of the product. For example, as cells become more

cycled, the rate of disturb may increase or decrease. If a fixed rate of scrub were set

at the time of production, then in order to maintain memory system integrity over the

lifetime of the memory system, the highest rate required over the lifetime of the

memory system would have to be used. This would result in a higher rate of scrub

when a lower one would suffice, resulting in a higher sacrifice of memory system

performance than needed at certain times in the memory system lifetime. There are

several approaches to tuning scrub rates over the lifetime of a memory system.

[0064] It is possible to set a variable rate of scrub at the time of manufacturing

the memory system. One method of doing so is to provide a table of rate values that

sets different scrub rate with whatever metric affects disturb rate. An example is a

table that contains scrub rates for different program/erase cycle counts experienced by

various portions of the memory array. If the memory system maintains cycle counts,

then the scrub rate parameter would be selected from the table based on the worst-

case or average cycle count of a given region of the array.

[0065] Another approach is to allow the memory system to self-adjust the rate

of scrub based on the results of previous scrub operations. For example, if the

memory system maintains a log of scrub operations and determines that a very low

percentage of scrub operations require corrective action, it may adjust down the rate at

which it performs scrub reads. On the other hand, if it is determined that a very high

percentage of scrub operations require corrective action, it may adjust down the rate at



which it performs scrub reads. Another metric by which the memory system may

adjust the scrub rate is the amount of shift detected in individual storage elements

during previous scrub operations, or the number of bits in error. In any of the above

cases, the system may adjust scrub rate parameters adaptively with each new result, or

it may log the information for periodic adjustment.

[0066] There are several techniques that may be used to select when to

perform a scrub operation, some examples of which are: 1) random or pseudo

random, 2) based on number of host operations, 3) based on number of operations on

the memory device, 4) based on a time interval. It is possible using any of the above

described methods to tune the rate at which scrub operations are performed. The

assumption below is that any parameters required for the scrub decision are provided

at production time. There may be different rate parameters for read, write and erase

operations, as each of these may disturb the memory at different rates.

[0067] It is possible to use random numbers (RN) or pseudo-random numbers

(PRN) to determine the frequency of scrub operations if they are available to the

system, or generated by the system. A number of methods are described below for

using an RN or PRN sequence to decide whether or not to perform a scrub operation.

All of the below methods assume the RN is being checked at some regular interval,

and the decision to perform the scrub or not is based on some test of the RN value.

[0068] One method of using a random number to determine scrub rate is to

perform a logical AND of a RN or PRN with a mask parameter containing some

number of bits set to value one, and the remainder set to zero. The decision to

perform a scrub or not would be based on whether the AND operation resulted in a

zero or a non-zero value. A mask parameter with more ones results in a zero value

less frequently than a mask value with more zeros. The table below shows the

approximate rates of scrub with different eight-bit mask values, assuming that a zero

AND result causes a scrub operation. Note that with a truly random sequence, only

the number of bits with value of one affects the rate, and not the value itself, so the

values in the table are only exemplary values.

Mask Value (hex) Mask Value (bin) Scrub Rate

0x00 00000000 1/1



0x01 00000001 1/2

0x03 0000001 1 1/4

0x07 000001 11 1/8

OxOF 00001 111 1/16

OxlF 0001 1111 1/32

0x3F 001 11111 1/64

0x7F 0 1111111 1/128

OxFF 11111111 1/256

[0069] Another related method is to count the number of bits in an RN of

value 1 to determine whether or not to perform a scrub operation. Again, the number

of bits in the RN might be compared with a mask or value indicating a threshold. Yet

another method entails comparing the value of an RN with that of a scrub rate

parameter. The decision to perform a scrub or not would be based on whether the RN

exceeded the threshold value numerically. For example, for a threshold value of 5,

the RN would be higher 5/256 of the time.

[0070] Alternatively, the rate of scrub may be tied to the number of host

operations performed. For example, a scrub operation may be performed every N

host read, write and/or erase operations, where N is a rate parameter that sets the rate

of scrub. Further, the rate of scrub may be tied to the number of memory operations

performed. For example, a scrub operation may be performed every NR reads, NW

write and/or NE erase operations, where NR, NW and NE are rate parameters that set

the rate of scrub. As a further alternative, where the memory system includes a

method of measuring time intervals, then the scrubs may be performed at some

regular time interval, T, where T is a parameter provided to set the rate of scrub.

[0071] It may be desirable in order to maintain performance of the memory

system to defer a scrub read even after the decision to perform a scrub read has been

made. The reasons for doing so may include real-time considerations. For example a

host may require a certain data transfer, and dedicating resources to scrub at certain

times might impact the ability of the memory system to meet the guaranteed data rate.

For such a purpose, the memory system may queue the scrub operation parameters for

later processing, at a time when performing the scrub would not impact performance



to the host. The scrub operations may be deferred until sometime later in the host

command processing, sometime after the command processing, or until a later host

command. In such a case, the scrub operation parameters that have been decided

upon are stored and processed at a later time when it is most convenient to the host.

[0072] Since only a portion of an exposed region of the memory array may be

scrubbed at a given time, one important aspect of achieving proper coverage is the

selection of where to scrub once the decision to perform a scrub has been made. The

selection of where to scrub is generally related to the location of read, write and/or

erase operations to the memory device. Embedded in the selection is knowledge of

the region over which a given memory operation will disturb other storage elements.

Relating the area to scrub to the area operated upon allows the scrub operations to be

most efficient, in that scrub operations are not performed on areas of the memory that

have not likely been disturbed.

[0073] One method of selecting the location to scrub entails using an RN or

PRN to select a location from within the area of exposure of a given operation. On

average, the areas experiencing most exposure will have the most opportunities to be

selected for scrub. The rate of scrub would be adjusted to account for the expected

worst case random number coverage, given that some areas will be selected more

often than others, and only on average will there be even coverage.

[0074] Another method of selecting the location to scrub entails moving

deterministically through an exposed region. However, this method would require

logging of both memory operations and of scrub operations to ensure full coverage.

[0075] If activity to the memory is logged, then it is possible to get a measure

of the amount of exposure a given area receives to potentially disturbing operations.

Given such information, the memory system can search through the log for the areas

that have received the highest exposure, and limit the scrub operation to those areas.

This method may be used to guide any of the above methods in determining rate and

locations to scrub. Generally the program/erase cycles may be tracked through

maintenance of cycle count information. However, it is generally impractical to log

read activity, so this method is likely not be used to track read exposure.



[0076] Alternatively, the locations of corrective actions may be logged and

used as a guide to areas that may be more susceptible to disturb than others, or which

receive greater exposure than others. The memory system may use this information to

weight the choice of areas to scrub, particularly for areas that have required corrective

action more frequently than others.

[0077] In systems where knowledge of potential regions of disturb exposure is

not maintained, either of the random or deterministic methods may be used

independent of such knowledge. In this case, the scrubs are performed throughout the

memory system regardless of where host activity causes operations in the memory

system to occur. However, the rate of scrub is adjusted high enough to ensure

sufficient coverage. Generally this is a large waste of resources since some areas of

the memory system will experience much more exposure than others, and are

preferably the primary areas of focus of scrub operations.

[0078] The purpose of a scrub operation is to detect disturbed storage

elements before the number of bits in error and the level of shifted cells exceed any

recovery schemes available on the memory system. To this end, it is generally

desirable to detect disturb as early as possible and before much of the guard band for a

given voltage threshold level has been lost to disturb.

[0079] As described above in the background, flash memories usually store

data at discrete states, or ranges of charge storage levels, each of which is separated

from other states by some guard band. There is generally a nominal sensing level of

discrimination between each state above which a storage element is deemed to be in

one state, and below which it is deemed to be in another state. As a given storage

element is disturbed, the level to which it has been programmed or erased may begin

to shift. If the level of the storage element approaches the sensing level of

discrimination, or crosses over it, it produces data in a state different that that to

which it was programmed or erased. The error will generally manifest itself as one or

more bits in error in the data, and will generally be detected through the use of ECC

covering the data field.

[0080] Margining or biasing the read conditions such that the sensing level of

discrimination is shifted more toward one state or another will cause disturbed storage



elements to be sensed in the wrong state even if the amount of shift would not cause

an error under nominal read conditions. This allows the system to detect shift before

it approaches the point at which it would cause errors during normal memory system

operation.

[0081] If disturb mechanisms are known to affect data storage levels in a

specific way, it is possible to target detection of those specific disturb mechanisms by

margining read conditions toward the expected level shifts. While the ideal situation

would be to target the expected disturb mechanisms with a single read operation

under a single set of margin conditions, this may not usually be possible. It may be

necessary to perform multiple read operations under different conditions. For

example, it is possible that different disturb mechanisms present in a memory cause

storage elements to become either more programmed or more erased. Storage

elements both above and below a discrimination level may be shift toward it, in which

case it may be necessary to check first for a shift in the storage levels toward a

discrimination level from one state, and then from the other.

[0082] There are two individual measures of data quality that can be used as

thresholds to determine if corrective action should be taken: 1) the detection of data

errors through use of ECC, and 2) even though few or no data errors are detected, a

shift in the charge storage levels can be detected before they cause data read errors.

[0083] As discussed above, the scrub read conditions may be margined in

order to target certain expected disturb mechanisms, or to simply check for sufficient

margin in the stored levels. Whether the data was read under nominal or margined

conditions, the decision whether or not to take corrective action may be based on the

number of bits in error detected during the scrub read operation. For example, if the

number of bits in error are below the ECC correction capabilities of the system, the

system may decide to defer the corrective action, or to ignore the error altogether.

[0084] In addition to using the number of bits in error as a threshold to

initiating corrective action, the system may make the decision to correct based on

other factors such as the pattern of bits in error. For example, the ECC correction

capabilities may be sensitive to bit error pattern, or bit error patterns may be

indicative of a particular known disturb mechanism in the nonvolatile memory. There



may be other reasons for basing the threshold on bit error patterns. The bit error

pattern is generally revealed during the ECC correction operation.

[0085] It may be desirable for performance purposes to defer a scrub

corrective action even if it has been determined that corrective action is required. The

reasons for doing so may include real-time considerations. For example a host may

require a certain data transfer, and dedicating resources to scrub corrective action at

certain times might impact the ability of the memory system to meet the guaranteed

data rate. For such a purpose, the memory system may queue the scrub corrective

action operation parameters for later processing, at a time when performing the scrub

corrective action would not impact performance to the host. The scrub corrective

action operations may be deferred until sometime later in the host command

processing, sometime after the command processing, or until a later host command.

The main point is that the scrub operation parameters would be stored and processed

at a later time when it is most convenient to the host.

[0086] There are two significantly distinct extremes of memory architectures,

each of which leads to different methods of mapping host data to physical locations

on the memory device and of managing and accessing data once programmed. The

fundamental difference between the two architectures relates to the size of the

minimum unit of erase and its relation to the size of the host protocol data sector.

[0087] If the size of the minimum unit of erase approximates that of the host

data sector, then it is possible to implement a direct addressing scheme, in which a

given host data sector is generally mapped to the same physical location as it written

to by the host. In such a scheme, the previous contents are generally erased from the

physical location prior to the superceding data being written in its place. This

rewriting may entail read-modify-write if the size of the minimum unit of erase is

larger than that of a host sector. It is possible in this addressing scheme for host

sectors to be remapped to alternate locations within the storage system, but this

generally only occurs during sector reassignments as part of a defect management

operation, or for some other system reliability purpose. After such mapping, the host

sector will generally remain mapped to the new physical location until some other

reassign event. In such a direct address mapping scheme, the corrective action due to

a disturb generally entails erasing the contents from the physical location determined



to have been disturbed, and rewriting them to the same location. Any errors during

the rewrite would be handled in a manner consistent with the general exception

handling employed by the system, including, but not limited to, re-erase and rewrite,

reassign, alteration of erase or write parameters, and so on.

[0088] On the other hand, if the size of the minimum unit of erase is much

larger than that of host sectors, then it is common to implement an erase-pooling

addressing scheme. Such an addressing scheme can also be implemented with

memories having a small minimum unit of erase as well. In an erase-pooling scheme,

host sectors are normally grouped into logical blocks that are then mapped into

physical units of erase. A given host data sector is surrounded by other host data

sectors within a unit of erase. When the host writes a given data sector, it would be

impractical to read all sectors surrounding the target sector, erase the block, and then

write all sectors back to the unit of erase with the one host sector containing the new

data. To avoid such excessive overhead operations, an erase-pooling scheme

generally maintains some number of units of erase in the erased state for the purpose

of holding new versions of data as they are written. Sectors are generally grouped

together into logical groups for data management purposes, and in general the system

will attempt to maintain physical proximity of sectors in the same logical group.

Several units of erase may be combined to form a logical construct called a

metablock, or virtual block, normally for the purposes of allowing high write

parallelism. Generally, the new data from the host will be written to an erased

location. At some point, other sectors from the same logical group that have not been

superceded with new data are either copied into the same metablock, or copied along

with the newly written data into another metablock. Later, once all data in a given

metablock or in a unit of erase has been superceded or copied elsewhere, the

metablock or unit of erase will be erased and will be considered part of the pool of

erased units of erase. In such an erase-pooling addressing scheme, the corrective

action due to a disturb generally entails copying the affected data to another location

on the memory system, along with any data consolidation required by the system for

normal memory system behavior.

[0089] However, it is possible for data requiring corrective action during a

scrub operation to be treated differently than write operations due to host activity or



general data management. It is possible to write the data to a special location reserved

for holding such data for a short amount of time until it is convenient for the system to

consolidate them with logically contiguous data, said area either held in reserve, or

allocated upon demand. It is also possible under some circumstances that the system

would simply erase and re-write the data to the same location. For example, if little or

no other data resides in the physical block, the other data could either be moved

elsewhere permanently, or stored temporarily elsewhere during erase, possibly in

volatile memory, and written back along with the data requiring corrective action.

Any errors during the data write would be handled in a manner consistent with the

general exception handling employed by the system, including, but not limited to,

rewrite, reassign, write to a new location, alteration of erase or write parameters,

forced rotation of data polarity, and so on.

[0090] Some individual storage elements, groups of storage elements, or other

structures may be more susceptible than others to disturb. As an example of possible

such structures or groupings, flash memory storage elements may be arranged to share

a common drain, source, or gate line, and due to variance in the process it is possible

that one such set of connected storage elements experience a stronger exposure to

potentially disturbing signals than average. Likewise, individual storage elements

may be more susceptible than others due to variance in the process used to form the

array. The storage system may be designed to permanently map out or reassign these

areas deemed to be susceptible to disturb. In an extreme case, any storage elements or

other structures may be remapped upon the first occurrence of a scrub corrective

action. For example, those storage elements containing the bits requiring ECC

correction may be mapped out if redundant storage elements are available. In other

embodiments, the locations of corrective actions may be logged and later analyzed for

purposes of re-mapping storage elements or groupings at a later time. The analysis

may involve a threshold of number of times a given grouping has required corrective

action. In some cases the logged data may need to be analyzed with knowledge of the

physical aspects of the memory device in order to detect the presence of expected

physical structures, such as connected storage elements. The manner in which storage

elements or groupings of storage elements are re-mapped depend on the

implementation of the memory system. For example, a physical area containing a

logical sector may contain redundant storage elements for the purpose of replacing



storage elements that are mapped out. In another example, an entire sector or group

of sectors may be mapped out if it has required corrective action.

[0091] Scrub operations may be performed in the background of host

operations, or in between host operations. It may be desirable to change the behavior

of the scrub operation depending on the type of operation the host has requested. For

example, it may not be convenient for scrub corrective action to take place during

execution of a host read command, in which case the corrective action may be

deferred to a time which is more convenient to the memory system.

[0092] An alternate approach to disturb avoidance is to move data that has

received potentially disturbing exposure without first checking to determine if the

data are in error. There are many approaches to selecting the frequency and location

of data to move, most of which are described above.

General Embodiment of Scrub

[0093] A flow chart of Figure 8 outlines the major steps in an example flash memory

scrub algorithm. A first step 9 1 monitors activity of the memory system to determine

when a trigger event for a scrub operation has occurred. Such a trigger event can be

one or more of the following:

1. When a data read, data write or erase operation occurs within a given

block or other unit of the array that may disturb the charge levels of other

units. The intensity and/or duration of the operation may be important in

determining whether to trigger a scrub operation, as well as the susceptibility

of the array to disturbs (such as when the memory is operating in multi-state

with narrow charge level ranges defining the individual states).

2 . When a normal system read operation of a given unit reads data with at

least one or pre-set number of bit errors.

3 . When margin reads (with reference levels set to read a narrower

programmed distribution than the normal read) show that the threshold levels

of the programmed cells, although no bit errors exist, are not optimal.

4 . After a predefined interval of time has passed since the last scrub

operation.

5 . When the host initiates a scrubbing operation.



[0094] The overall goal is to institute a scrub operation often enough to detect

disturbed data before they become so numerous as to exceed any recovery schemes

(ECC and the like) that may be available in the memory system.

[0095] Once a scrub trigger event is detected, a next step 93 determines

locations within the memory array for performing a scrub operation. Example

candidates can be determined as follows:

1. Blocks or other unit(s) outside the given unit that share bit lines, word

lines or other signal lines with the given unit, on which voltages or currents

are applied during the read, write or erase operation.

2 . Other unit(s) outside the given unit that have signal lines field coupled

with those of the given unit such that cross-talk exists between them.

3 . Whether such other unit(s) are programmed or erased may determine

whether they are potentially affected by the operation on the given unit.

4 . The unit(s) potentially affected may be depend upon whether the

operation is read, write or erase.

5 . If triggered by a normal system read of the given unit that discovers

error(s) in the read data, the given unit is identified for a scrub operation.

6 . The relative freshness of the data in candidate blocks may be used to

eliminate those that have more recently been re-written.

[0096] The identification of memory block(s) or other unit(s) as candidates for

scrub is not necessarily followed by the scrub being performed. As indicated by a

next step 95, initiation of the scrub operation can be deferred under certain

circumstances, examples of which are:

1. Scrub reads may be deferred in order to optimize system performance

or to meet specific real-time operating needs of the memory system.

2 . Self-tuning scrub: The rate at which scrub operations are performed

may be dynamically adjusted to optimally balance maintaining performance

and data integrity.

3 . The urgency of performing a scrub operation may be determined in

part from characteristics of the units that are identified as potentially affected,

such as their experience level (the number of programming/erasing cycles),

and the type of event that caused the scrub operation to be triggered.



4 . A scrub trigger event may further be limited to occur in a

deterministic, random or pseudorandom manner:

(a) After a specified number of host operations;

(b) After a specified number of physical read, write and/or erase

operations;

(c) After a specified time period;

(d) Based upon usage characteristics of the host; or

(e) A random or pseudo-random sequence, the generation and checking of

which may be tied to any of the above.

[0097] In a next step 97, all or only some of the block(s) or other unit(s) of memory

identified in step 93 as candidates for scrub are selected for the scrub operation. The

selection criteria include:

1. The number of determined units that will be identified for scrubbing in

any one operation may be selected to balance the effect of the time taken for

scrub upon system performance and the need to maintain data integrity.

2 . The manner in which this balance is maintained can be to identify a

number of units for the current scrubbing operation that depend upon the age

of the memory, the number of program/erase cycles experienced by the

identified units, the type of event that has triggered the scrub operation and a

history of corrective action necessarily taken on data in the identified units.

3 . The number of units included in a scrub operation can depend upon the

age of the memory, the number of program/erase cycles experienced by the

given units, and the type of event that has triggered the scrub operation.

4 . Alternatively, less than all the identified units may be selected for

scrubbing by following a deterministic, random or pseudo-random sequence in

a manner unrelated to normal usage.

[0098] Next, as indicated by a step 99, data are read from the selected units

(scrub read) according to the following:

1. A scrub read is not directly related to the completion of any particular

host operation, or to other system operations, such as wear leveling, but is

usually executed in the same manner as normal data reads.



2 . Margin reads (reads with reference levels different from those of

normal data reads) may be performed in specific circumstances:

(a) As a second read of data that have too many errors to be corrected by

ECC, where the reference levels in the second read are relaxed to read a wider

programmed distribution than the normal read (or may alternatively be carried

out in the data correction step 107 discussed below); or

(b) When the specific disturb mechanism expected to be caused by the

triggering event likely shifts the programmed levels significantly, the initial

read could be a margin read with wider reference levels; or

(c) As a second read of data that have none or a few bit errors that are

correctable by ECC in order to identify data stored as charge levels that have

shifted away from optimum levels, where the reference levels of this second

read are tightened to read a narrower distribution than the normal read.

(Margin scrub reads are later discussed further with respect to Figure 10.)

3 . As part of reading the data of a block, the overhead data is also read. If

the relative freshness of the data is stored in the header, then it can be used to

identify freshly re-written blocks that do not need to be scrubbed.

[0100] A next step 101 evaluates the integrity of the read data. As part of the

scrub read, an ECC may be calculated from the user data read from the memory

unit(s) and compared with the ECC that was earlier calculated and stored along with

the user data during programming. So long as there are no bit errors or a small

number of errors that can be corrected by the ECC, the second margined read with

relaxed reference levels, as described above, need not be made.

[0101] An additional read that may optionally be made is of the levels of tracking

cells, if provided in the memory array, to see if their stored values have changed.

Tracking memory cells are often included to establish the reference levels used to

read the memory cells.

[0102] Once the data are read and the number of errors (if any) of the read data

are known, a next step 103 determines whether corrective action is both necessary and

desirable. Some considerations are as follows:

1. One approach is to correct the data having any number of bit errors, thus

causing scrub to most significantly impact memory system performance.



2 . Another approach is to forego correcting the data unless the number of data

bit errors are in excess of some threshold N per unit read, thus reducing the

impact of scrub on performance.

3 . The pattern of erroneous data bits, as is determined by comparison of the

ECCs, can also be used to determine whether correction of the data is

desirable.

4 . Data that was recently re-written (relatively high degree of freshness) are

preferably not scrubbed.

Generally, the effect of completing the scrub operation on performance and the

seriousness of the errors to present and future data integrity are preferably balanced

when determining whether to correct the erroneous data.

[0103] In a next step 105, it is determined whether to perform the scrub corrective

action or to defer it until a later time. One of the considerations in making this

decision is the same as in step 95, namely deferral in order to meet specific real-time

operating needs of the memory system at this time. Generally, completion of the

scrub operation is preferably deferred if its later completion will cause a lesser impact

upon system performance than to do so at the current time. It is usually undesirable to

interrupt normal processing by the controller to perform a scrub, especially when the

scrub operation will take more time than usual because of a large number of errors to

be corrected by the ECC, the need to consolidate data, and the like. When deferred,

the data read by the scrub read, their addresses, any errors determined by the ECC

analysis and other parameters of the scrub operation developed in the preceding steps

are temporarily stored. These data and parameters are then later read and the scrub

operation is completed at a time when the impact on system performance is less.

[0104] When the scrub operation is to be completed, the data are corrected in a

next step 107. The data are corrected by use of the ECC in this case. If not

performed as part of step 99 above, one or more margin reads (where the reference

levels are relaxed to read a wider programmed distribution than used during the prior

read) may be required to recover data if a normal or scrub read produces more bits in

error than can be corrected by the ECC being used. Then, in a step 109, appropriate

corrective action is taken. This can include rewriting the corrected data in the same

location from which they were read. This, of course, requires first erasing the block

in which the data is rewritten, which may be practical in the memory arrangement of



Figure 2 where each corrected data sector fills a memory cell block. But this is not

efficient to do in the large block memory arrangements of Figures 5 and 6 unless there

are enough corrected data sectors that have been corrected that need to be rewritten

with logically consecutive addresses to fill or nearly fill a block.

[0105] Alternatively, the corrected data can be rewritten into a different location

from where it was read earlier in the scrub operation. When the memory arrangement

utilizes large storage blocks like shown in Figures 5 and 6, the erase pool or other

large block management techniques previously described may be employed when the

data to be rewritten is less than the capacity of a block. It is not uncommon, for

example, for data in only one or two pages to be corrected from a block containing 16,

32 or more pages. For such cases, a block may be dedicated in one or more planes of

the array for temporary storage of the one or few pages of corrected data. The

rewritten data is then combined with uncorrected data stored in pages of the original

block when it is convenient to do so, such as during data consolidation (garbage

collection) that is initiated by other factors during the normal operation of the

memory. Alternatively, such consolidation may be initiated by this dedicated block

becoming full or after a pre-set amount of time passes after the subject pages of data

were written into the dedicated block, or as otherwise convenient to the system

operation.

[0106] It may be convenient to utilize a common designated physical block or

blocks to temporarily store scrub rewrites of data from pages of many other blocks,

and then later consolidate data of the rewritten pages with the data from other pages

of their original blocks. For example, scrub rewrites of pages from blocks 1 and 2 are

temporarily stored in a temporary block 3. Later, the scrub rewrites of block 1 are

copied from block 3 into an erased block 4, and remaining unchanged pages of block

1 are also copied into block 3 to consolidate the data mapped into physical block 1.

The same is then done in another erased block 5, in which the scrub rewrite of block 2

stored in block 3 and the unchanged data pages from block 2 are consolidated.

[0107] In the system of Figure 6 that utilizes metablocks, there can either be one

such dedicated block in each plane to store rewritten data from other blocks in that

plane, or a single dedicated block in the entire system into which corrected data from

all pages in any plane are written. The specific operation that is chosen depends upon



the number of pages in the individual blocks, the number of pages in the entire

memory array and a forecast of the expected number and frequency of the pages

whose data will be corrected by the scrub process. A memory array having a structure

and/or an operation that makes it susceptible to disturbs will need more dedicated

blocks than otherwise. If the scrub read reveals no data errors but the scrub operation

is being performed in order to move shifted stored charge levels back to the middle of

their state ranges, the read data are simply rewritten since no corrections are obviously

necessary.

[0108] The manner in which some memory systems are used causes few disturbs.

The scrub process is then carried out infrequently because there are few triggering

events to be recognized. In addition, it is practical to permanently store the relatively

small amount of rewritten data together in one or more designated physical blocks,

regardless of the physical blocks in which the scrubbed data originally resided. In this

case, pages of scrubbed data are not recombined into physical blocks with pages of

other logically contiguous data as a step in the scrub process. Another element of

corrective action is to rewrite the corrected data with a different rotation than they

were originally written. For example, the four analog storage state ranges of a four

state system can be originally designated to represent 00, 01, 10 and 11, respectively,

and upon rewrite designated to represent 11, 10, 0 1 and 00. The conversion is made

by the memory controller when the data are read, using data of the specific rotation

that is kept as part of the overhead data or otherwise. Data rotation is beneficially

applied to rewrites of both corrected data and data that did not need correction.

[0109] A further element of corrective action that may be included is to map out

pages or blocks of memory that build up a history of being affected by disturbs much

more than on average. This is detected by monitoring the number of data errors in

various pages, blocks, planes and/or other defined regions of the array. Of course,

care should be taken to prevent mapping out pages or blocks experiencing data errors

for reasons other than a higher susceptibility to disturbs, such as because a block is

being used more or differently than the average.

[0110] The scrubbing algorithm is usually controlled by the memory controller

but could, alternatively, be controlled by the host. When controlled by the memory

controller, the algorithm is coded into the memory system firmware that is typically



executed by the microprocessor 1 (Figure 1A) from the controller RAM 25 during

operation of the memory.

[0111] The specific scrubbing algorithm that is utilized depends upon certain

characteristics of the memory system, particularly of the memory devices 11 and 13

(Figure 1A). Example characteristics are as follows:

(a) Number of host data sectors stored in the memory unit of programming

(usually a page);

(b) Number of storage states of the memory cells and the extent of the

threshold range designated for each storage state;

(c) Whether the unit of programming (usually a page) includes a single or

multiple host data sectors;

(d) The number of units of programming (usually a page) in a unit of erase

(usually a block); and

(e) The density of memory cells and the extent and specific tendency for

an operation in one unit to cause data disturbs in another unit.

Specific Embodiment of Scrub

[0112] A more specific embodiment of a scrub algorithm is illustrated in the

flowchart of Figure 9 . Generally, the same processing steps as described previously

are utilized but the implementation shown in more detail, including margin scrub

reads that are described with respect to Figure 10 for a four state system example (2

bits stored in each physical charge storage unit). Two entry points to the processing

are shown in Figure 9, at 115 when a scrub trigger event is detected and at 117 when a

command to execute deferred scrubs is received.

[0113] In the step 115, the memory is monitored for a scrub trigger event, as

discussed above for the step 9 1 of Figure 8. Similarly, in a step 119, candidate

memory cell unit(s) are determined for scrub, the same as described for the step 93 of

Figure 8. Then, similar to the step 95, a step 121 of Figure 9 determines whether the

scrub on any of the candidate units should be deferred because of other system

operations that need to be performed at the time. If so, as indicated at 123, addresses

and other necessary data of the candidate cell units are temporarily stored and the

process awaits completing the higher priority system operation to resume again.



Alternatively, completion of the scrub operation can be deferred until a latter special

command is received from the host or generated by the memory controller in the step

117, as is the case when deferred later in the process. After the data for the deferred

scrub is stored in the step 123, the particular scrub operation being executed is ended

unless there are more units to scrub, as determined by a step 124. If there are more

units to scrub, the processing returns to the step 119.

[0114] A next step 125 performs the same function as the step 97 of Figure 8,

namely the selection of the candidate memory cell units to be scrubbed. Subsequent

steps of Figure 9 are carried out on one of the selected units at a time. A next step

126 causes the read breakpoint levels and other read conditions to initially be set to

normal read levels. A step 127 then performs a scrub read under the set conditions on

a first of the memory cell units, corresponding to the step 99 of Figure 8. Subsequent

steps are performed on this same one unit, with a loop 129 returning to the step 127

for the next of the selected units in order until they are all scrubbed. Of course, if

only one unit is selected for scrubbing in a particular operation, there is no loop back

129.

[0115] After the scrub read of the step 127 with the read margins set in the step

126, a step 131 determines whether there are any data errors, similar to the step 101 of

Figure 8. If errors exist, a next step 133 determines whether the errors are correctable.

When an ECC is used to ascertain the integrity of the data, then this step 133

determines whether the number of bad bits in the read unit of data are within the

corrective capabilities of the particular ECC algorithm that is being used. If the errors

can be corrected, a next step 135 determines whether correction is both necessary and

desirable, corresponding to the step 103 of Figure 8. The step 135 can be as simple as

determining whether the number of erroneous but correctable bits is less than a

threshold of one or a very few, in which case it may be determined not to take

corrective action.

[0116] The decision in step 135 can also be affected by whether the data and their

ECC are user data or overhead data. As described with respect to Figure 3, overhead

data can have its own ECC. When this is the case, the integrity of the user and

overhead data can be checked separately in the steps 131 and 133, and even processed

one at a time through the complete loop with the return 129 by considering the user



data and their ECC as one unit and the overhead data and their ECC as another unit of

data, even though they may be stored in the same page. Although use of the

respective overhead and user data ECCs will usually be the same, the process can

operate to more tightly maintain the integrity of the overhead data. This is an

example of a balance between maintaining system performance, which excessive

scrub operations degrade, and maintaining integrity of the stored data over the long

term, which scrubbing is designed to achieve.

[0117] If the decision in step 135 is that correction of the correctable errors in the

data unit of interest should be made, a next step 137 asks whether the correction of the

data should be deferred. Scrub is desirably deferred, for example, if there are so many

bad bits in the read data that their correction will take more time than is available at

this stage. If not deferred, the errors are corrected in a step 139, similar to the step

107 of Figure 8. A next step 140 then asks whether the corrective action should be

deferred. Scrub is typically deferred if rewriting the data also involves movement of

other data due to a necessary consolidation that will take more time than available. If

there is no deferral, the corrected data are rewritten, in a step 141, according to one of

the rewriting options described above when the general embodiment of Figure 8 was

described. After successful rewriting of the corrected unit of data, it is determined in

a step 143 whether there are any other memory cell units that were selected in the step

125 for scrub. If so, a step 145 increments to the next unit in order and the processing

returns via the loop 129 to the step 127 for that new unit.

[0118] So far, a main path of the flowchart of Figure 9 has been described. But

there are many several branches that may be entered along the way when resolution of

some of the questions are different than those described above. A first such branch to

be described is taken from the step 133 when so many data bit errors exist in the

subject unit that they cannot be corrected by the ECC. As indicated by the step 151,

the read threshold levels are set to be different from the levels used for the scrub read

in the step 127, and then, in a step 153, the unit's data are read again with these

different threshold levels. Such a margined read is illustrated in Figure 10.

[0119] An example of operating the individual storage elements in a flash

memory array in four states is used in Figure 10. A distribution of the number of

storage elements within a unit of memory cells, without disturbs, in each of four



threshold voltage level ranges is shown. Threshold voltage guard bands 155, 156 and

157 are maintained between the storage state threshold level ranges with an absence

of data from any cells therein. This is the desired programmed condition that exists

immediately after programming and verifying the states of a unit of cells. But as

other units are then programmed, read and/or erased, this data can be disturbed.

Disturbs are exhibited by the threshold levels shifting to one side or the other into the

adjacent guard bands. This can occur for a small proportion of the cells within each

state distribution or the entire distribution can shift or spread into adjacent guard

bands, depending upon the nature of the disturbs.

[0120] For a normal read, breakpoint levels 159, 160 and 161 in about the middle

of the respective guard bands 155, 156 and 157 are used. That is, the threshold levels

of the cells being read are compared with these breakpoint levels to determine their

storage states. Errors occur when the threshold levels of cells within one state shift

through a guard band across a breakpoint level. For example, when the threshold

levels of cells in state 1 shift lower until they are below the breakpoint level 159,

those cells are then read to be in state 0 . Similarly, if the threshold levels of cells in

state 1 shift higher until above the breakpoint level 160, a normal read will say that

those cells are in state 2 . Such read data errors are then identified by the ECC

process. But when there are too many such errors for the ECC to correct, a second

read with different breakpoint levels between states is made by steps 151 ands 153

(Figure 9). The breakpoint levels 159, 160 and 161 are shifted within their respective

guard bands in a direction of the expected shift of storage threshold levels from the

disturbs, so that the shifted levels are now on the same side of the guard band as they

were before being disturbed.

[0121] After so re-reading the data, it is determined in a step 165 by use of the

ECC whether any data errors remain. If not, the processing then proceeds to the step

135 of the main processing path, including determining whether data correction and

rewriting should be deferred. If data errors are discovered by the step 165 to exist,

then a next step 167 determines whether they are correctable by the ECC. If so, the

processing then also jumps to the step 135 of the main processing path.

[0122] But if the data errors are found by the step 167 to be uncorrectable, then a

further read with even different break point levels may be included. In a step 169, it



is determined whether there are any remaining untried relaxed read conditions. If so,

retry conditions are incremented by a step 170 and the processing returns to the steps

151 and 153 to read the data with such new conditions. But if there are no more

different read conditions provided for, then the data in the subject array unit must

remain with its uncorrectable errors. The scrub operation on that unit is then

determined to have failed. One result of this could be to copy all valid data to a new

memory system and then discard the present memory. Another result is to simply

mark this unit as bad, by a flag stored in overhead data or otherwise, and then proceed

to the step 143 to continue the scrubbing of other array units. The data in that unit is

then lost. Since these data were verified as part of the original programming to

initially be in their correct threshold level range, this possible result of an

accumulation of disturbing operations over time shows the desirability of scrubbing

frequently enough to such an adverse consequence.

[0123] Returning to the step 135, if it is there determined that correction of the

data is neither necessary nor desirable, the processing jumps to the step 143 to

continue scrub with any additional of the identified units. Also returning to the steps

137 and 140, if it is determined that correction or re-writing of the data should be

deferred, then the read data, their addresses, the ECC and any identification of

erroneous bits and other previously determine data are stored in a step 171 and the

processing then jumps to the step 143. These data are then read when the deferred

actions are reached for completion, as described below.

[0124] Returning to the step 131, the next action after determining that there are

no data errors could be to do nothing further with the data of the current unit by

jumping to the step 143. But it can be desirable to further check and adjust the

storage levels of cells from which even valid data are read. This involves re-reading

the data with different break point levels than used in the initial read, in order to

identify any cells where the stored charge has moved into a guard band between the

levels defined for the various states (see Figure 10), even though those levels have not

crossed a breakpoint level to cause a normal read data error. By a step 172, it is

determined whether any such read conditions exist that have not already been tried. If

so, a step 173 causes new breakpoint levels and/or other scrub read conditions to be

selected. The processing then returns to the step 126 where those read conditions are



set and the data then read in the step 127 with those conditions. The breakpoint levels

used during this read, for example, are shifted to the edges of the guard bands 155,

156 and 157 of Figure 10. If, in the step 131, it is determined by use of the ECC that

data errors exist, the erroneous bits of data indicate the shifting of charge levels to

within the guard bands. So it is desirable to correct and rewrite these data, after first

determining whether such action should be deferred, so that the stored charge levels

will be shifted out of the guard bands to within their intended state distributions of

Figure 10.

[0125] If it is determined in the step 131 that there are no errors in the data read

with the more restrictive margins, the processing on the current unit of data is ended.

It is then determined by the step 172 whether there are more defined scrub read

conditions that have not yet been tried with this unit of data. If so, the data may be

read again with even tighter breakpoint levels. That is, the data may be read for the

second time with a first set of alternate read conditions available in the step 172 with

breakpoint levels shifted only a part of the way along their respective guard bands and

then repeated this third time with the breakpoint levels of a second set of alternate

read conditions selected by the step 172 moved even further toward the guard band

edges for further fine adjustment of the charge storage levels, if necessary. As many

such additional scrub read conditions may be provided as is practical.

[0126] Returning to the step 135, where it can be determined to accept some level

of data errors without correction, it will be noted that this is inconsistent with the

preciseness of the adjustments made by the branch of steps 172 and 173 to the stored

data that contain no errors that have just been described. Therefore, if this processing

branch is utilized, the step 135 most likely will not allow acceptance of erroneous data

without correction.

[0127] After it is determined in the step 143 that all the data units currently

identified for scrub have indeed been scrubbed, any of these data units that has shown

an extraordinary propensity for having its data disturbed may optionally be mapped

out of the system. A step 185 determines whether there are any such physical

memory units that should be removed from the system, and, if so, they are mapped

out by a step 187. The scrub operation is then complete.



[0128] However, if data corrections and/or re-writes have been deferred, the

memory system controller or the host system will have this noted. At an appropriate

time, when there are no higher priority memory operations pending, the scrubbing of

partially scrubbed units may be completed, beginning with the step 117. The data,

ECC and other information stored for one unit by the step 171 is read by a step 191.

If the data from that unit needs correction, then that is done in a step 193. In a step

195, the correct data is re-written. If there are no other partially competed scrub

operations that need to be competed, then this is determined in a step 197 and the step

185 is either executed or the processing ended. If there are other units to be

completed, the processing increments to the next unit, in a step 199, and the steps 191,

193 and 195 are then repeated on the data from those units.

[0129] In the case where addresses of candidate memory cell units are stored in

the step 123 for a deferred scrub, the processing can automatically return to continue

the scrub operation for one of the deferred units at a time when the controller has no

higher priority actions to implement. Since the deferral step 121 is so early in the

processing of Figure 9, a return to a unit then deferred results in a resumption of the

processing beginning with the step 125 and continue along that path, as described

above. It is possible for correction and/or rewriting of such a unit to again be deferred

at one of the steps 137 or 140.

[0130] More detail on above aspects of scrub techniques can be found in US patent

number 8,050,095 and also in the related US patent publication number 2006-

0039196-A1.

Read Scrub with Dynamic Read

[0131] This section considers the use of scrub operations in memory systems that use

dynamic read. As described above with respect to Figure 10, data stored in flash

storage systems are susceptible to corruption due to read, program and erase

sequences performed on data cells in the neighboring physical regions. For these

reasons, and due general charge loss over time, the distribution of thresholds tends to

degrade. To be able to successful extract the data content in such cases, the memory

system may shift the read points using margined reference levels as part of dynamic

read process. This can done in various ways: for example, US patent number

5,532,962 presents a process where read levels are shifted until, with the use of ECC,



the data can be extracted; and in US patent number 7,886,204, characteristics of the

threshold distributions are determined in order to establish read points. US patent

number 7,876,621 presents further detail on dynamic read this is applicable to the

following discussion. The shifted read levels used for dynamic read can determined

by the controller during the course of operation or be based on a set of values already

loaded into the device for this purpose. These levels can also be used in a number of

ways, such as only being used when the data is otherwise not readable (or has a high

error rate), in a process sometimes known as "heroic recovery", or used for normal

read operations as needed.

[0132] For the following discussion, the exemplary embodiment of dynamic read will

have an initial or default set of read parameters and a number of different sets of

dynamic read levels that are offset from both each other and the default case. These

cases can differ from each other in the bias levels (such as word line or bit line levels)

or on comparison points (such as voltage, current, or discharge time). The parameters

of different dynamic read cases can be stored in a table kept in non-volatile memory.

These parameters could be pre-loaded based upon empirical testing or by methods

such as described US patent number 7,876,621. For different physical units of the

memory, a table can then be kept of the currently read case being used. Depending on

the implementation, this can be done at various levels of resolution in terms of block,

plane, die, or other physical division for the memory, where smaller units (such as the

block level) provide more accuracy, but at the cost of more overhead. This (physical

unit, read case) correspondence can be kept on the controller, with a copy that can be

updated as desired kept in non-volatile memory; alternately, at start up the system can

start with the default cases and update as the system operates. In other embodiments,

all the determination could be done on the memory chip. When a read request comes

in, the corresponding read case is determined, and then the read parameters are set for

this case.

[0133] When, during a normal read process, the amount of error exceeds a threshold,

the memory will shift from the set of read parameters to a next set, where the same set

of read parameters is used for all of the memory. For example, if, while operating

with the default read parameters the amount of error reaches a threshold level, the

system could go to a first dynamic read case, which it would then use going forward



for all reads. Once the amount of read error for this first dynamic read case reaches

the threshold, the system would then switch to the second dynamic read case and use

this going forward, and so on. In a variation, which dynamic read case the system

switches to could be based on the amount of error, skipping one or more intermediate

cases if the amount of error is large enough.

[0134] As discussed in the preceding sections, the memory system will often use read

scrub to try to refresh data by copying it to new location. Such algorithms usually

rely on either randomly or systematically scanning part of the data storage space

(housekeeping), or upon an actual host read location (active read). During such read

operations, the system will often set a threshold lower than ECC correction level to

determine whether a refresh is required for a set of data. Therefore, it is important

that the integrity of the read used for this process is reliable. However, when system

uses dynamic read and applies the same read case across the whole of an array, the

integrity of read result is dependent on how dynamic read is used. For example, due

to one or several blocks being idle for an extended period, these blocks will likely

have more deterioration in threshold distributions and greater data retention problems,

resulting in a particular read case being used; but when this same set of read

parameters is then applied to a block that has just been programmed (and,

consequently, has little data deterioration), these parameters will not be optimal,

resulting is a relatively high ECC failure rate even though the state distributions for

this block are still quite well-defined. Because of this, the resultant read scrub copy

decision may not be correct.

[0135] So that the read scrub is based on accurate read results for systems using

dynamic read, these section presents several options. In a first set of embodiments,

when performing a read for a scrub, the memory system uses the default read values,

rather than the current set of dynamic read values, if these are different. This would

be the situation when a memory system that uses dynamic read and, due to the result

of some earlier read has shifted it read parameters from the default values. When the

memory system performs a read scrub scan for housekeeping, it would disable the

dynamic read and instead use the default values. This is similar to the process

described above with respect to step 126 of Figure 9, but in context of dynamic read.

If, instead, the memory system is performing an active host read and the correctable



ECC exceeds some threshold, then a flag would be set indicating that this data (either

the page or the corresponding block) needs to re-checked later. The system can then

re-check the page or choose to check the whole of the corresponding block, as the rest

of the block may be marginal with respect to data retention. (For example, when the

specific page is re-checked, although it may pass, other pages in the block may not.)

When this re-check is performed, the dynamic read would then be disabled and the

default read parameters used. This arrangement of disabling the dynamic read

provides good read results by referencing the read back to the baseline default values.

[0136] In a variation, rather than go back from the current dynamic read levels to the

baseline value, an intermediate value (or values) could be employed. For example, if

the system uses, say, ten dynamic read cases, each progressively further from the

default value and reads are currently being executed with the sixth of these values, for

example, rather go back to the default case, an intermediate dynamic read case (such

as the third) could be used.

[0137] According to a second set of embodiments, the scrub process uses aspects of

the dynamic read process to determine whether a memory block is continued to be

used without being refreshed, is refreshed, or is retired. As before, refresh means that

when the data from a block is rewritten (usually) to a new block in the scrub process,

the block from which the data came is returned to the system resource for future use.

If retired, the source block is instead treated as defective and is not returned to the

pool for future use. In these embodiments, the determination of whether a block

should be refreshed or retired is based upon which dynamic read case number is being

used. This second set of embodiments allows the system to make quick decisions on

scrub for a block by targeting the failure type (refresh, retire, or just leave as is;

prioritizing) triggered by the specific dynamic read case used to extract the data

content of a page of the block.

[0138] As noted above, the read parameters for the different dynamic read cases can

be stored in a table. As the system shifts to a particular dynamic read case number,

the read values can then be looked up in the table. According to aspects of this set of

embodiments, the dynamic read table is configured so that each of the case numbers

correspond to a type of failure that the system and how it should be handled: continue

to use the block as it is, refresh the block, or retire it. Note that this approach is not



dependent upon comparison to an ECC threshold; that is, ECC is not used to compute

the amount of error that is then compared to some threshold value or values. Instead,

when the default read values, or nearby dynamic read cases, are used, the block would

not be refreshed and continue to be used as is; but as the shift in values for the

dynamic read case number get progressively further from the default, blocks would be

refreshed and retired based on which case number is used.

[0139] Extending this approach further, the system can prioritize the handling or

refreshing and retiring of blocks based on the dynamic read case. For example, even

though several dynamic read case numbers would correspond to refresh, these

numbers could be used to determine, based on this read case number, which blocks

are most in need of refresh. In memory systems, the read scrub queue may be defined

to have a certain maximum length, such as 8, for example. The system can use the

dynamic read case number to add and prioritize blocks for the queue, placing more

urgent cases toward the front of the line, and moving down (or even removing from

the queue if the maximum length would be exceeded) lower priority blocks. The

retiring of blocks can also be prioritized, if needed; for example, if the number of

spare blocks begins to run low as the device ages, blocks whose read case indicates

that they are marginal may be retained for use instead of being immediately retired.

[0140] In other variations, if it is wanted to make the decision on whether to perform

a scrub more precise, the system can apply multiple or even all of the dynamic read

cases to find which is the optimal case number (in terms of the lowest correctable

ECC threshold, for example) before making the determination on how to treat a block

or assign priority. To minimize the overhead time when searching for the optimal

dynamic read case, the controller can go about it more intelligently. The system can

look at the most recently used cases to determine the next case to check, rather than a

simple sequential case order. For example, if the current dynamic read case number is

4, rather than sequentially proceeding to case 5 and on to case 6 and so on, the system

can try the current case (4 here), the to the last used case (say 0), then on to the case

used previously to that (say case 7), and so on. The overhead time involved can

further be improved by making a decision on the number of cases that have been

attempted (for example, limiting the number of cases tried to a maximum of, say, 3)



and then use the cases used to determine how "different" the block is from others to

makes scrub determinations.

[0141] Figure 11 is flowchart to help illustrate aspects of this process. Stating at 201,

a read command is received. For the one or more pages to be read, based on its

corresponding physical location the associated current dynamic read case is read out

at 203. At 205 the memory sets the read parameters for this case and performs the

read operation. At 207, if the read is considered successful, then the read process is

complete (209). (Depending on the implementation, even if the read is successful, in

that the data content is extracted, but the level of error is consider too high, the read

case may also be changed, which could in turn correspond to a scrub or retire as at

215.) If instead the read is a fail, at 2 11 the read case is shifted and a new read is

performed with the corresponding read parameters. At 213, if the read with the

shifted read case is again a fail, the process loops back to 2 11 and the read case is

shifted again and a read is again performed (unless a limit is set on the number of re

tries and this is reached, or if the extent to which the parameters may be shifted is

exhausted). If, instead, the read is successful at 213, based on the read case, at 215

the memory makes the decision on whether to refresh, retire, or continue to use the

block as is, as described above. The blocks marked for refresh, retire, or both can also

be prioritized based the read case.

Conclusion

[0142] Although the various aspects of the present invention have been described

with respect to exemplary embodiments thereof, it will be understood that the present

invention is entitled to protection within the full scope of the appended claims.



IT IS CLAIMED:

1. A method of operating a non-volatile memory system, comprising:

maintaining a set of read parameters for a default read case and a plurality of

distinct shifted read cases;

for each physical division of one or more blocks of the memory, maintaining a

correspondence between the physical unit and a read case to use when reading the

physical unit;

performing a read operation for a page of data using the corresponding read

case for the physical unit to which page belongs;

determining whether the read operation was successful or yielded a fail result;

in response to a read operation yielding a fail result, selecting a shifted read

case at which the page can be read; and

based on the shifted read case selected, determining whether to refresh the

block to which the page belongs.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the physical division is a block.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the physical division is a die.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein the physical division is a plane.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein the read cases differ in the bias levels used

on memory cells selected for the read operation.

6 . The method of claim 1, wherein the read cases differ in the comparison

levels used for the read operation.

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein determining whether the read operation

was successful or yielded a fail result includes determining whether the data content

of the page was successfully extracted.



8. The method of claim 1, wherein determining whether the read operation

yielded a fail result includes determining the read resulted in an amount of error

exceeding a bound.

9 . The method of claim 1, where a plurality of the read cases correspond to

refreshing, the method further comprising:

in response to determining to refresh the block to which the page belongs,

based on the shifted read case selected prioritizing the refresh of the block to which

the page belongs relative to other blocks scheduled for refresh.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

based on the shifted read case selected, determining whether to retire the block

to which the page belongs.

11. The method of claim 10, where a plurality of the read cases correspond to

retirement, the method further comprising:

in response to determining to retire the block to which the page belongs, based

on the shifted read case selected prioritizing the retiring of the block to which the

page belongs relative to other blocks scheduled for retirement.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein selecting a shifted read case at which the

page can be read includes one or more iterations of:

shifting the current read case to different read case; and

determining whether the read operation using the shifted read case was

successful or yielded a fail result.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the current read case is shifted to a read

case whose set of read parameters are adjacent to the current read case.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein selecting a shifted read case at which the

page can be read includes determining from among a plurality of shifted read cases

the shifted read case with the lowest amount of error.

15. The method of claim 1, further comprising:



maintaining a queue of blocks to be refreshed; and

in response to determining to refresh the block to which the page belongs,

adding the block to which the page belongs to the queue.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising:

prioritizing the queue based on the corresponding read case for blocks

belonging thereto.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the queue has a maximum length, the

method further comprising:

in response to adding the block to which the page belongs to the queue causing

the length of the queue to exceed the maximum value thereof, evicting a block with

the lowest priority from the queue.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the memory system includes a controller

circuit and a non-volatile memory circuit, and wherein the controller maintains a copy

of the correspondence between the physical unit and the read case to use when

reading the physical unit in volatile memory on the controller.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the controller further maintains a copy

of the correspondence between the physical unit and the read case to use when

reading the physical unit in non-volatile volatile memory.

20. The method of claim 1, wherein selecting the shifted read case includes:

selecting a read case used that was immediately prior to the current read case.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein selecting a shifted read case further

includes:

determining whether the read operation using the read case used that

was immediately prior to the current read case was successful or yielded a fail

result; and

in response to the yielding of a fail result, subsequently determining a

further shifted read case based on a comparison of a result of the read



operation using the read case used that was immediately prior to the current

read case with a result of the current read case.
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